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New President Is a Planner
By Frances Kolarek
Margaret Martin's glassed-in porch
has two members from Collington's
is abloom with Christmas cactus plants,
Board, two staff members and two resiwhite and tangerine, and the sun streams
dents. Margaret points out that the fisin through the trees as she speaks of her
cal review's budgetary planning looked
role--her many roles--here at Collington.
ahead for only a single year, while long
When she assumed the presidency of
range planning looks ahead for five
the Residents Association in October,
years--visualizing Collington's course
Margaret added a third hat to a wardrobe
over the long haul.
already furnished with membership in
Changes in the structure of the Resithe Fiscal Review Committee of the Resdents Association divided the vice-presidents Association and the Long Range
idency between a 1st veep in charge of
Planning Task Force.
planning and a 2nd
There are moments
veep in charge of acwhen she finds herself
tivities. Margaret
wearing two hats at
served in the first
the same time.
spot and was subseIn her earliest in-.
quently elected to the
volvement with Colpresidency.
lington activities MarFor some time she
garet served as secrehad been unwilling to
tary of the recreation
take on responsibilicommittee. She was
ties of this scope bean enthusiast in the
cause she owns a
Margaret Martin
pool exercise class,
house on Lake Dunmore
but now limits herself to working out in
near Middlebury, Vermont. It has been
the Fitness Center.
her practice to leave around the end of
Her experience with financial matters
May and spend a leisurely summer there,
--"I was trained as an economist," she
enjoying the sunset over the lake waters
remarks--led to a request that she join
and the companionship of family. Now,
the Fiscal Review Committee of which
she says, she intends to return to Colshe was secretary for six years.
lington for a week during each of the
And that led to participation in the
summer months to discharge any responLong Range Planning Task Force which
sibilities awaiting her.

Margaret and mathematics formed a
loving bond in high school and never parted company. With graduate degrees and
experience in the New York state government as a "junior economist" she came
to Washington, D. C. in 1942 to work with
the Bureau of the Budget. It was a time
when women were just beginning to find
acceptance in this field and Margaret
rose in a federal bureaucracy that found
itself at odds in the reporting of unemployment statistics--different agencies
producing varying sets of figures. One of
her favorite souvenirs is a photograph
standing beside President Kennedy holding a report from the Committee to Appraise Employment and Unemployment
Statistics. A later photograph shows her
receiving the Exceptional Service Award
from the Director of the Bureau of the
Budget.
From this depth of experience Coilington richly benefits. Margaret feels
strongly that the Residents Association
must have efficient plans to welcome the
newcomers who will arrive as we expand,
as well as to integrate them into the
structure of the Residents Association.
This will, she believes, entail a reworking of the by-laws. She is also eager to
foster better communication between the
Association and its members. All of
these goals focus on easing the transition to a Collington which will be twenty-five percent larger than it is today.

Great Decisions 2000
Would you like to know more about U.S.
Interests in the World? Would you like to
share your views on Defining Humanitarian Intervention? Then you are a candidate for a Great Decisions discussion
group, chairman Mike Elefante assures us.
Great Decisions is both a briefing book
and a discussion program under the sponsorship of the Foreign Policy Association.
It was introduced to Collington more than
ten years ago. In 1999 three groups met
once a week on Monday and Friday evenings from 7:30 to 9 and on Saturday
mornings from 10 to 11:30. Sessions
are scheduled for eight weeks in February
and March.
Look for further details in the weekly
Courier, Mike suggests.

The very tall young man working
at our pool lately is Deng Leek,
from Sudan. And yes, he is a basketball player--played with the
Harlem Globe Trotters for a while,
he says. He works part time here
while he concentrates on getting
back into shape for professional
basketball. His name means "rain
that falls from above," he says. He
left Sudan in 1990.

Detour Sign onjapanese Road
Our expansion and renovation program
has begun. The new generator for the
apartment building is in place and excavation for the fuel tank has started, Judy
Mutty, environmental services director,
tells us.
p
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"Stop. Drive sideways."

Ad for a Hong Kong Dentist
"Teeth extracted by the latest Methethodists."

Pedals on the Perimeter
By Layne Beaty
They don't aspire to compete in the
Tour de France, but a handful of Collington residents have as much abiding love
of their bicycles and the benefits they
afford as some folks have for their favorite mounts or their antique cars.
Two of our most avid and regular riders, George Dankers and Bob Browning,
share some other things in common. They
are both naval architects (a coincidence) and they,
with their wives
Lauretta and Carolyn respectively,
are great outdoor
people, with lots
of boating.
And, they have
both built model
radio-controlled
Skipjacks and
compete in the
Bob Browning, challenging
sometimes Colthe
walkway
lington and Solomon's Island regattas.
George rides every day both for running errands and for exercise and the
daily visual check on Collington Lake. He
does not use a helmet but he knows that
Santa Claus is to bring one this Christmas. Bob wears a helmet when riding
every other day, alternating with workouts in the fitness center. He and Carolyn had a tandem when they arrived at
Collington but gave it up after a painful
encounter for Carolyn who, according to
Bob, was "raised on a horse."
Both Bob and George find the bikes
useful on their boat trips in the Carolinas
and Florida, etc., when they must tie up
and go ashore foraging for milk, bacon
and eggs and such. At home, George
makes several trips a week via bike to

the woodshop where he is a regular participant in that artistry. Between the
new circumferential walk (which he appreciates very much, he says) and the
covered walk, he has a choice of routes
for all-weather convenience between the
shop and their cottage.
He became a biker at age 5 when his
tricycle lost a wheel and he actually rode
it on two wheels for a while, thanks to
an ingenious alteration provided by his
dad.
Nowadays, the
current bike (he
is not sure of its
make) has so
many adaptations
added over the
years it could be
considered new.
It has a coaster
brake, though,
none of those
brakes on the
handlebars. He
has never had a
George Dankers, enroute home serious accident.
from the woodshop
Both men, as
youngsters, went
through the news delivery phase: George
with a local daily and Bob with the
weekly Liberty magazine. Bob's current
"wheel" is of Chinese make. "How
come?" "It was the cheapest I could
find," he answers, with satisfaction.
Collington has other devoted bike riders: Tom Street and Richard FitzHugh
among them. When Dorothy Mayer and her
late husband came to Collington they had
a tandem, now gone. One hears of ancient
citizens of places like China and the
Netherlands still riding daily with millions of others. Here, people generally
admire the healthy looks and sprightly
step of our devoted pedalers.
Dec. 1999
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The Choices of Elderhostling
By Kay Swift
"So, in England all 'witches' are
'itches," remarked gaily one of our fellow Elderhostelers at the end of introductory remarks about communities on
the outskirts of London such as Woolwich
(Woolich) and Greenwich (Grenich). There
followed visits to parts of London we had
never seen as casual tourists--the old
Roman wall, a historical museum, a boat
trip down the Thames to Greenwich,
source of "Grenich" mean time. Even
when we may think we've "done that,
seen that." we discover something new
and interesting about familiar places
through local leaders.
Most Elderhostel programs abroad last
for three weeks. From London we went to
Bangor, Wales, where we visited a mine
and a castle and especially heard glorious
Welsh male voices in a musical program
as part of a rich experience. Then to
Canterbury, a lovely town full of history
and the famous cathedral. Our visit included a trip to watch a jousting tournament at nearby Chilham castle. Another
British trip included Glasgow and the
Bobby Burns country, his home and scenes
of his poetry plus a delightful boat trip
on Lock Katrin where Scott's "Lady of the
Lake"? came to mind. I repeated to myself "The stag at eve had drunk his fill
"and yearned to reread the whole. Yet
another trip included Durham and a trip
to Hadrian's wall and ended at Keele with
a new understanding of how china is
painted.
An Elderhostel in Israel, where we attended classes at universities, lived a
week in a kibbutz, and spent the final
week in Jerusalem, gave us an in-depth
4
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understanding of the problems of that
country. We also witnessed friendly personal relations between some Jews and
Palestinians on visits to Palestinian
homes.
An Elderhostel in Norway (on the lovely Sogne fiord), Denmark and Finland gave
us insight into the enlightened social policies of those Scandinavian countries.
In Normandy we visited the site of the DDay landings and heard the stories of our
leader who had been with the French underground group sending information on
German troop dispositions to England in
preparation for the invasion . We stayed
for a week at Bayeux,location of the
famous Bayeux tapestry depicting the
1 066 Norman invasion of England that so
strongly affected the English language.
As the happy veteran of 21 Elderhostels ranging from Maine to California and
Hawaii, in Costa Rica as well as in Europe, I can recommend highly this way to
travel to see the world and better understand it, to learn to enjoy stimulating
companions. Even if you go alone you will
develop friendships, some lasting over
the years.
How to choose? Sometimes we
choose an Elderhostel for location because we wish to visit that part of the
world and know more about it, like Scandinavia and Israel. Sometimes it is chosen because it is near friends or relatives whom we want to see without imposing on them too long. Sometimes it is
for a specific subject matter like the
theater program recently initiated by
Dorothy Brown. But whatever the motivation the combination of lectures, field
trips and freedom to do individual exploration make Elderhostels a great way to
see and understand the world.

Czardom Revisited

Greening Up, Looking Great
By Faith Jackson

Prompted no doubt by nostalgia for a
time we never knew and fin de siècle
feelings for a comparable end-of-century
period, Collington will reconstitute itself December 20 as one of the courts of
imperial Russia.
Thanks to the combined efforts of
Penny Vickery, Faith Jackson and Hilda
Jay, the whole cast will be there, in costume, Nicholas, the Czarina Alexandra,
Grand dukes, lesser dukes, Cossacks,
courtiers, Rasputin, Tolstoy and maybe
even the odd anarchist bomb-thrower.
Ballet dancers will grace the occasion
with scenes from "The Nutcracker."
Lenin and Trotsky will most likely be noshows.
The Opportunity Outlet is pageant central for throwing a semblance of verisimilitude over the assemblage by providing aspirants with more or less believable facsimiles of costumes to fit their
self images. Everyone will, as usual, dine
royally.
In the photo, John Jay and a manikin
show what the well dressed man about
town would be sporting for a night on it.

John Jay with balalaika and friend Ivan

Look around these past months and
marvel at the landscape activity here.
You'd marvel even more if you knew that
most of the work begun in the clusters
late this summer has just been completed by one man and his one assistant, Ernest Proctor, with occasional pick-up labor. This was planting chosen by residents in each cluster and approved by the
landscape committee,then delayed by the
departure of Kevin Shaver until the new
man came aboard. Here he is: Collington
Grounds Manager, Patrick Tracy.
A graduate of Michigan State University, for the past twenty-one years he was
at the Montgomery County Department of
Public Works and Transportation, as
county forester and chief of different
sections--service, urban maintenance for
downtown Bethesda, Silver Spring and
Wheaton. He had to oversee right of way,
Street cleaning, tree maintenance, strip
mowing and leaf collection. This suburban area contains 90 per cent of the
County population. Awesome job. Before
that, he was in Clearwater, Florida for
six years, as City Forester. He has been
married to Pam Williams for thirty years.
Their daughter, Laura, works at Coilington, their son Matthew, nineteen, works
for a woodworking company.
Visible results of Pat's recent Collington activity include an extensive reworking of the greensward in the 2100
cluster to improve drainage, plantings in
the 4100 cluster which needed a face
lift, and the addition of a slate terrace,
complete with two handsome benches, in
the 4000 cluster.
Dec. 1999
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Why There's a
"Collington Care Services"
By Bill Simpich
Last month The Collingtonian sought
to explain the purpose and achievements
of the Collington Foundation.
This time, let's discuss "Collington
Care Services" (CCS), the parent company
and non-profit umbrella of our foundation, consulting company and Collington
itself.
CCS serves
Incorporated in 1996,
several purposes.
Its primary objective is to take full
advantage of the wide-ranging professional talents of Collington's nationally
respected management.
Simply put, after attaining leadership
among the nation's retirement communities, Collington found, occasionally, that
it didn't require the full-time efforts of
certain members of its highly competent
staff.
So, the decision was made to maximize the use of all management time,
profitably, by helping other groups respond to the needs of retirees. The underlying objective here was to use the
income derived from these efforts to
help hold down charges to Collington residents.
Further, there was a clear and obvious
need for managerial flexibility to coordinate the activities of Collington, the
foundation and the consulting service.
Moreover, Collington's new "shape"-its transformation from simply a retirement community to a dynamic configuration of forward looking enterprises-would assure that any recruiting needs
for the finest talent available would be
relatively effortless.
6
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Finally, the growth of CCS and its
ability to establish relations with
kindred organizations would help ensure
that Collington can remain a "stand
alone" operation: that is, concerns can
be minimized that Collington will ever
become controlled by larger entities,
particularly those with different philosophies.
Other highlights about CCS:
.Thanks to CCS efforts, the developer
of "The Village at Collington"--our
future next door neighbor--changed
original plans for a ten-story "high rise"
apartment and thoughtfully agreed to 80
"homes."
...Collington's "start up loan" to CCS
has been fully repaid.
.The cost to Collington of some Administration Directors has been reduced;
the rest being picked up by CCS.
.A portion of CCS earnings are returned to Collington.
..CCS created a buffer or "shield"
between itself and possible liability
costs to Collington.
CCS Board members are: Dr. Sandra
Charles, Ruth Dixon, The Rev. Tom Engram, Mary Lesster, Art Longacre, Hilda
Pemberton (Secretary), Nancy Alfred
Persily, Norman Prince, Harry Smith
(Chairman) and Staff Members Gail Kohn
(President) and Debbie Monroe
(Treasurer).
Editor's note: this is the third
in a series explaining the functions
of the four branches of Collington's
structure.

"Kissin' don't last. Cookin' do."

Your Progeny May Thank You
By Glendy Pabst

on our campus.
When John McCann began to teach
"But I'd much rather talk about my
"Autobiographical Writing" at Collington
four years ago, there were 17 students in
students than about myself," he says
his class. This semester there are two
with a note of finality. He does concede
classes with a total of 49 students. Such that he has been teaching classes at
Prince George's Community College for
numbers alone certify his success, but
the numbers don't stand alone. They are
about 20 years, mostly what the catalogue lists as expository writing. And in
backed by the testimony of class meman essay preceding a recent collection of
bers who read an essay aloud each week
Collington writers, he offers his explaand listen eagerly to the teacher's comnation for the inevitable appeal of automents.
biography:
"He knows his subject," his students
say. "He's sensitive. He's responsive."
"We feel we've been allowed to reinHis suggestions, they testify, are always
terpret our own experience because
helpful. And his assignments "spark our
we've been immersed in the drama of
imagination."
someone else's exThe veteran Prince
perience. Which is
what theater, from
George's teacher is
the most minimal
equally enthusiastic
about his mature stuone-character play to
dents. He finds them
Hollywoodized grand
opera has promised
responsive, as well
and delivered for as
as creative and a
long as the species
pleasure to teach. He
is happy to know that
has been around."
much of what they
Some of that theawrite is being passed
ter is collected in a
John McCann teaching autobiography class here.
along to appreciative
booklet produced by
families and preserved as a permanent
his writing classes each semester and
published by the Continuing Education Direcord.
At the same time, the soft-spoken Dr.
vision of the college. Volume VI, the latMcCann resists an invitation to become
est actually in print, covers the fall seautobiographical himself. The idea for a
mester of 1998 and includes articles by
class in autobiography at
Bob Browning, Maude Cahill, Maria Colvin,
Collington was his, he concedes with a
Ruth Dixon, Mary Evans, Jim Gholson, Ruth
smile, and was initially considered exGlennan, Dick Hartfield, Katherine Kenperimental by the college. He's pleased
dall, Frances Kolarek, Margo Labovitz,
that it's now so successful that outside
Edna Lingreen, Cynthia Parker, Phyllis
enrollment is being curtailed in future
Sternau, Kay Swift, M.E. Wallen, Cathercollege catalogues. It's one of a number
ine Welsh and Leila Wilson.
of P.G. Community College courses taught
Dec. 1999
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House Calls
for Ailing Computers
by Dorothy Brown
Computers crash, not with a bang or
even a whimper. Final drafts--precise
words in careful sequence--vanish inexplicably and irretrievably from screens.
Victims of these and similar disasters
learned at a recent meeting of the Residents Computer Group about the help
available here at Collington. Members of
the group make house calls to diagnose
ailments of malfunctioning computers
and either solve the problems or advise
residents on how to proceed. For an appointment, call Al Folop, Ext. 7368.
Collington's new information technology coordinator, Corey Green, told the
group that helping residents with their
computer problems is one of his duties.
He is currently engaged in setting up a
computer system for Collington, and his
time is somewhat limited. Collington
charges residents $50 an hour, billed on
monthly statements, for Corey's help.
When consultations last less than a hour,
the charge is divided into 15 minute increments of $12.50
2.50 each. His extension
is 2450.
The group has scheduled a series of
mini-classes on Friday afternoons at 2 in
the Game Room with Al Folop as instructor. Future topics include purchasing a
computer, spread sheets, e-mail and the
Internet. Watch the Courier for details.
Clem Welsh is chairman of the Computer Group. An objective is for computer-savvy residents to help others become computer literate.
A computer originally installed in the
Library for residents' use, has been replaced with a more recent model now lop
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cated in the Business Center.
Residents are welcome to attend the
meetings of a computer users' group, the
NCTCUG Computer Club. Although not affiliated with Collington, its meetings are
held here and announced in the Courier.
For information, call Franklin Newhall,
Ext. 7587.

The spring weather we have enjoyed this November has brought a
small cherry tree which stands
near the entrance to the apartment
building into full bloom. Apartment dwellers have watched as it
put out a few tentative flowers and
then, basking in the unseasonably
sunny weather, burst into full
flower. No fear here of young
George Washington.

Collington
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Layne Beaty, Editor
Publishing: Aline Grayson, Catharine Seybold,
Frances Kolarek.
Editorial Board: Edward Behr, Frances Kolarek, Margaret Werts, Tom Street.

"But the Pills Know Where to Go"
Such was the lady's confident explanation. She was one of Dr. Louis Bachrach's house call patients who continued
taking several kinds of prescription pills
that had been mixed together when she
took a bathroom tumble and emptied the
bottles onto the floor. She scooped them
all up together into one jar and took them
on schedule without knowledge of which
pills they were.
"The pills did know where to go," Dr.
Bachrach explained, but they were not
being ingested at the prescribed time
(pre-meal, etc). "I would not have known
about this situation had this been an office call and not a house call."
Our November "Know Your Neighbor"
speaker, Dr. Bachrach told an appreciative audience of his successful medical
practice in Brunswick, Maine, before
moving here. Bucking the trend, he had
treated many of his patients in their
homes over the years and had accumulated many memories, mostly fond ones, like
receiving lobster and venison from
grateful patients. One heart attack victim, having heard that a shot of alcohol
might help in such a predicament,
reached the hospital and told Dr. Bachrach "We should have stopped at a bar on
the way."
Some memories were not so fond, like
being conned into traveling too many
miles out of his territory to make a
house call. (He never charged mileage.)
There were emergencies, and risks. Once
he arrived to find an armed man, in an
ugly mood, guarding his mother who lay
on the floor. Dr. Bachrach managed to
phone the undertaker who arrived with a
state policeman. The mother was having
a heart attack, her son was on weekend

leave from a nearby mental hospital.
A native of Massachusetts, Dr. Bachrach graduated from Harvard College,
earned his M.D. at the State University of
New York, interned at the Boston University hospital, served as an Army Air
Corps surgeon, spent a year in research,
and co-authored a paper on the treatment
of infectious diseases with oral peniciladministered by injection
lin in 1946,
L.B.
only before that time.

Fall Requiem
It begins lento, pianissimo, soprano,
the first soft rose dogwood leaf dropping
gently to the ground, and then adagio,
piano, tenor, as the black gums make a
shining red statement, followed andante,
messo piano, quartet, as the red maples
come in emphatically.
It begins to build moderato, mezzo
forte, bass, as the tulip poplars flash out
their bright canary yellow with the
beeches, and then allegro, forte, chorus
as the sugarmaples blare forth their
scarlet sheen, and prestissimo, crescendo, fortissimo, full chorus, sweet gums,
scarlet oaks, Gloria, overwhelming.
Then rubato, diminuendo, alto, dulling,
dropping, scarlet to red, to burgundy, to
russet; canary to ochre, to umber, carpeting the ground, shrunken, brown les
feuilles mortes, Requiem. T.S.
Note: In its May 1997 issue the
Collingtonian published a short
piece called "Spring Symphony."
This is something of a counterpart
to that. Call Tom Street for a
translation.
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A Lawyer Speaks-And Students Listen
By Edward Behr
People have learned a lot from Edna
Lingreen--people who have never seen
her but have listened to the worlds
(millions of them) she has tape-recorded
in the past 20 years at Recording for the
Blind and Dyslexic.
Most of what this Collington resident
has read have been law books, since she
is a lawyer who worked for many years in
the Justice Department's Antitrust Division. (Only lawyers are allowed to record
these books.) And some of her listeners
have been law students who were not
blind but simply dyslexic. That is, they
absorb a book far better if they can hear
the words spoken while they read the
text.
For law students and other listeners,
Edna has recorded texts for no less than
2,000 hours, generally putting in a rather
full day once a week. Her trip to the
RFB&D studio in upper Northwest D.C. entails driving a few miles to the Landover
Metro station, taking the Orange Line to
Metro Center and the Red Line to Friendship Heights--a journey of more than an
hour. Her work-day usually starts with a
two-hour stint of reading followed by
two hours of monitoring another reader.
(Occasionally she has read for four hours
straight.) With time then for lunch and
the homeward trip, she has put in over
eight hours when she reaches home.
The reader's job can be demanding. For
law books, careful, accurate reading is
essential. (Omission of "not" from a
"not guilty" verdict could be disastrous.)
And Edna can spout multisyllable legal
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terms in the books with never a stumble.
Her hardest assignment, she recalls, was
having to help read the entire United
States legal code, a task done for the
benefit of a blind law teacher.
A special challenge is the job of making complex charts intelligible to the
dyslexic. And the reader must translate
Latin words and must not abbreviate legal references.
Sometimes the concentration on legal
texts may be too much, even for a lawyer.
Rarely--only about twice, it seems--did
Edna get to record a book, perhaps fiction, that was a treat to read. "It was a
great pleasure," she says, "when it was
not law."
But certain non-legal texts can be almost stupefying. Once, when serving as a
monitor, she had to listen for a full two
hours to a math expert reading calculus.
Whether it's reading or monitoring,
she takes real satisfaction in the work
she has done at RFB&D. "You feel you're
doing some good without exercising
judgment and taking responsibility," she
says.
How did this second career get started? Easily enough. Edna heard an RFB (no
D in those days) recruiting ad on radio
station WGMS, felt she could help, took a
reading test and passed with ease. In
those early years, a less prosperous RFB
occupied an austere underground officestudio;now it enjoys much larger, airier
and lighter third-floor quarters.
After all her years of devoted work,
Edna has now called it quits at RFB&D.
But she is far from idle. Here at Collington, she puts on slide shows of her farranging foreign travels, records theCourier for the blind and is directing a play,
Chekhov's "The Book," for a December
performance in the auditorium.

Millennium Schmellennium
Editor's note: One reader has expressed a wish for more "whimsy" in
our issues. We like to please our readers. Sometimes.
Collingtonians will stride forthrightly
into the millennium December 31, 1999.
Cognizant of the importance of their
mission, they have established a preparatory committee to make plans to see
us through this critical juncture, under
the chairmanship of Emily Baker.
Her determination that the seismic
importance of the occasion requires that
participants are extant and mobile, if not
clinically awake, right up to midnight,
she and the committee have concocted a
number of stratagems to keep participants on the qui vive. She has arranged to
provide live music and has laid on Task
Force Mary Parrish the solemn responsibility of concocting enough scintillating skits to ensure wakefulness in anticipation of the next one.
The members of the Task Force have
recognized that the occasion imposes an
even greater responsibility on them, that
of combating the fin de siècle temptation to cast aside normal restraints, as
was the case with artists at the end of
the previous century, who were tagged
"decadents." The temptation is obviously
all the greater in the present fin de millennaire, plus fin de siècle situation. It
has occurred to them that the current
state of decadence in the arts could
scarcely be degraded, leaving them no
challenge and no recourse but to come up
with a series of six, count them, six
grabbers of impeccable, if suspect, probT.S.
ity.

Incognito at the Ball
Some Halloween memories linger
weeks later.At one point during the evening of Collington's celebration a swarm
of costumed witches, ghosts, clowns, animals, etc. all but filled the clocktower
area. Among this colorful crowd was a
sole Collington resident soberly dressed
in hisusual coat and tie. A boy in the
crowd spotted this odd creature and
asked: "What are you?"

Some fancy pumpkin carving by Abner Abundez,
a cook on the dining room staff. Staffer Rita
Chapman ready for the party.

We Get Letters
Responding to last month's request for comments about The Collingtonian, Helen Bellman wrote
some nice things then said, "On a
list of things I have learned is this
by a 92-year old, 'I have learned
that I still have a lot to learn."
Thank you, Mrs. Bellman.
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The Wicked Flea
Probably you have not viewed our lake
and campus from a special spot, the
children's playground of the Foxlake addition on a wooded knoll just south of
Collington Lake. Too bad.The panorama is
delightful, enlivened by the waterfowl
active in the mid-foreground. There are
benches, and practically no trash nor
children. A paved walk leads right to it
from the lakeside walk.

Another good spot for panoramic
viewing is where you emerge from the
woods just east of the old burial ground.
Then there is the great view of housetops
from the hillside garden area. If you
aren't using our trails, you're missing
one of the jewels of Collington. The Environmental services folks keep them
mowed, sprayed, etc.

Watching a Red Sox game from a box
between home and first base, Elliot
Richardson last summer looked up in time
to see a bat, flung by a batter, headed his
way. Instinctively he reached up, caught
the flying missile and saved a damaging
blow to his face. A man for all seasons.

Ruth Coale-Turner knows Collington
forward and backward,which is the way
she has been seen walking (backward)
leading a small group of prospective residents for a look-see, meanwhile regaling
them with the joys of our community.
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Owner of the purse that Anne CadmanWalker found has now been located and
purse is happily at home, thanks to the
sleuthing efforts of Security chief Jason
Felder and Social Service counselor Suzanne Talbott.

Connie Grisard couldn't sleep one night
early this month so she started making
words from the letters E A R T H and
racked up 55 before the sandman returned. But she used some letters more
than once. "You didn't say I couldn't," she
explained. Right.

We are missing Patrice Savoy at the
dining room hostess station. Cherchez la
femme?? Don't worry. She has joined
the security forces and may be seen occasionally walking the rounds with her
back pack. Her mother is Joyce of the
beautiful voice who sang a duet with
Willie Chapmon at the staff Tenth Anniversary show. Joys worked as an Activities Aide in Creighton Center.

A better mousetrap? No, a handy-dandy oven push-puller. Karl Wirth's device
delighted about 69 eager buyers at the
November Bazaar.

Don't go 'way. And so, gentle reader,
lacking the ability to say it better, we'll
just say, from The Collingtonian staff

errp Cbrt5tma-.

